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1. Introduction 
This paper is written for topologists. Therefore, I have tried to concentrate on 
results and problems that may be interesting from a topological point of view. 
Thus, sometimes the emphasis is different from what might have been expected in 
a paper written for topological dynamicists. 
It is difficult to give a precise definition of "topological dynamics". A rough 
description is as follows: it is the study of the "behaviour" of points in a topo-
logical space X when they "move" under the action of a semigroup of continuous 
transformations or of a group of homeomorphisms of X. 
What this means (i.e., what "behaviour" and "move" mean in this context) is 
perhaps best illustrated by the following simple example. Let X be a topological 
space and let f: X --+ X be a continuous mapping. Then one may ask whether 
the sequence {r(x)}nEN has any limit points, or even a limit, for n ...,.... oo (the 
"behaviour" of Jn ( x) for n ...,.... oo). Or one may ask whether there are any points 
x such that r+k(x) = r(x) for some k E fol' and some n E fol', hence for all n' 2:: n 
(periodic behaviour). In particular, is there a point x such that the sequence 
{r(x)}nEN has a periodic limit point? Or if there is an invariant point x 0 , i.e., 
f(xo) = xo, what can be said about points close to x 0? Are they "attracted" by x 0 , 
that is, will r(x) tend to Xo if n tends to oo? In general this type of questions 
concerns the structure of the closures of the semi-orbits in X (a semi-orbit is a set 
of the form {r(x) : n E :z.+} ). 
In this example we have to do with the semigroup {fn : n E :z.+} of continuous 
transformations of X. If in the above f is a homeomorphism of X onto itself then 
we would even have a group, namely, {Jn : n E :Z}. In that case one can also 
consider fn(x) for n ...,.... -oo, and in general, one is interested in the structure of 
the orbit closures in X (here an orbit is any set of the form {r(x) : n E :Z} for 
x EX). 
The relevance of the above questions becomes clear after the following interpre-
tation: X can be seen as the space of all possible states of some (fictitious) physical 
(or chemical, or biological, ... ) system S, and for any x E X the point f ( x) denotes 
the state in which S will be one unit of time after the moment that S has state x. 
Here we assume that S is stationary, i.e., that f ( x) depends only on x and not on 
the particular moment that S is in state x. Thus, Jn ( x) denotes the state of S 
after n units of time, and the above questions ask for the long-time behaviour of S. 
Of course, one can also consider systems with "continuous time". In that case, 
let 7r(t, x) denote the state reached by the system after a time interval of length t 
when it starts at state x. Again, we assume that the system is stationary, i.e., that 
7r( t, x) does not depend on the moment that the system starts at state x. Then it 
is obvious that for all x E X and s, t E JR+: 
?T(O, x) = x, ?T(s + t, x) = ?T(s, ?T(t, x)). (1) 
Now we have for every t E lR + a transformation 7rt : x 1-+ ?T( t, x): X --+ X, and 
1!'' o 1l't = 1l's+t for all s,t E IR+. In particular, {?Tt : t E JR+} is a semigroup of 
transformations of the space X. In topological dynamics one assumes that each 71't 
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is a continuous mapping of X into itself; we then say that JR+ acts on X as a 
semigroup of continuous mappings. If the system is such that time can be reversed 
then (1) holds for alls, t E JR, hence each 7rt fort E lR is a bijection of X onto 
itself, and t ~ 1rt is a homomorphism of the additive group lR into the group of 
all bijections of X. Again, in topological dynamics we assume that each 1l""t is a 
continuous mapping, hence a homeomorphism (the inverse of 7rt is 7r-t, which is 
continuous as well), and we say that lR acts on X as a group ofhomeomorphisms. In 
this context similar questions can be asked as in the case of "discrete" time: again, 
one is interested in the structure of the closures of the (semi-)orbits. (A semi-
orbit is any set of the form {7rt(x) : t E JR+}, and an orbit is any set of the form 
{ 7r1 ( x) : t E IP?.} for x E X.) 
Historically speaking, topological dynamics is an outgrowth of the qualitative 
theory of differential equations. At the end of the l 9th century it was observed 
that many important differential equations (in particular, the N-body problem for 
N 2: 3) could not be solved explicitly. For this reason H. Poincare initiated the 
qualitative study of differential equations. His idea was to give a geometric picture 
of the orbits (the phase portrait ) without integrating the equations; outstanding 
geometric features in this picture would perhaps correspond to significant physical 
phenomena of the system described by the differential equation. 
Almost simultaneously with Poincare, A. M. Lyapunov developed his theory of 
stability. Also here aspects of dynamical systems (in this case: the stability of 
states) are studied by methods that do not require that the differential equations 
describing the system are solved. 
Of course, also other people contributed to this shift in attention from solving 
equations to studying the geometry of the phase portrait. This transition was made 
most explicit by G. D. Birkhoff; see BIRKHOFF (1927]. It is impossible to describe 
here the enormous impact he had on the development of Topological Dynamics. He 
was the first to discuss problems from the qualitative theory of differential equations 
in the context of the group lR acting as a group ofhomeomorphisms on a topological 
space (Birkhoff mainly considered metric spaces). See also HIRSCH [1984] for more 
about the development of Topological Dynamics. 
A standard reference for all the major developments in the theory of dynamical 
systems up to the middle of the l 940's is NEMYTSKII and STEPANOV (1960]. See also 
NEMYTSKII (1949] and LEFSCHETZ (1957]. For stability theory from a topological 
point of view, see BHATIA and SZEGO (1970]. 
In the above we have considered actions of the groups :2: and lR on a space X; 
recall that these groups are to be considered as the sets of all possible values of 
time. In the 1940's the theory of topological dynamics was generalized by admitting 
systems in which time was allowed to run through arbitrary topological groups. 
For an overview of the results obtained in this direction see, e.g., (in chronological 
order) GOTTSCHALK and HEDLUND (1955], R. ELLIS (1969], BRONSTEIN (1979], 
the second halfof VEECH (1977], VAN DER WOUDE (1986], AUSLANDER [1988], and 
DE VRIES (1992]. I shall call this direction in the research of dynamical systems 
Abstract Topological Dynamics. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to 
this abstract direction. 
This does not mean that in the more "concrete" direction (actions of Z. and lR) 
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there are no interesting problems for topologists. In fact, it is a bit surprising that in 
this area there are so many problems of a purely topological character that have not 
yet been investigated untill very recently. For example, there is the classification 
problem of orbits: see AARTS [1988] and Chapter 3 in FOKKINK [1991]; or the 
problem which spaces admit a continuous action of lR without rest points: see 
AARTS and MARTENS (1988] and Chapter 1 in FOKKINK [1991]. These problems 
turn out to have close connections with old problems in continuum theory: see 
AARTS and FOKKINK (1991] and Chapter 2 in FoKKINK [1991]. Another problem 
concerns the topological description of "strange attractors" and of Julia sets. For 
the latter, see, e.g., AARTS and OVERSTEEGEN [1900]. Other interesting problems 
can be found in Section 32.6 and in Part VIII of VAN MILL and REED [1990], and 
in Chapter 15 of MORITA and NAGATA [1989]. Finally, let me mention that most of 
the problems that I shall mention in the next sections are still open for the special 
cases of Z and JR. 
2. Topological transformation groups 
In order to facilitate the exposition I shall give here some definitions concerning 
topological transformation groups. In what follows, T is a Hausdorff topological 
group with unit element e. The neighbourhood filter of a point x in a topological 
space will be denoted by Nx. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A topological transformation group (abbreviation: ttg) with 
phase group Tisa triple (T, X, 7r) where X is a topological space and 7r: T x X --+ X 
is a mapping satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) \:/x EX: 7r(e,x) = x. 
(b) \:/s, t ET \:/x EX: 7r(s, 7r(t, x)) = 7r(st, x). 
( c) 7r is continuous. 
In this case X is called the phase space of the ttg, and 7r is called its action. 
Actually, any mapping 71": T x X--+ X satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) is called 
an action (of T on X). Thus, we speak of a ttg whenever we are dealing with a 
continuous action. 
CONVENTION: UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE THE PHASE SPACE OF A TTG WILL 
ALWAYS BE ASSUMED TO BE A HAUSDORFF SPACE. 
If (T, X, 7r) is a ttg then for every t E T the mapping 7rt : x 1-+ 11"( t, x): X _,. X is 
continuous; it is called a transition (viz., the t-transition) in the ttg. Also, for every 
x E X the mapping 7r : t 1--+ 7r(t, x): T--+ X is continuous; it is called a motion 
(viz., the x-motion, or the motion through x) in the ttg. Using these notions, the 
conditions (a) and (b) above can be rephrased as 
11"e = idx, 7r5 o '/rt= 1fst (s, t ET) 
The following Lemma implies that the transitions in a ttg together form a group 
of homeomorphisms of the phase space; it is often called the transition group. 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let (T, X, 7r) be a ttg. Then each transition is a homeomorphism of 
X onto itself, and the mapping 
7i': t 1--+ 7rt:T-> H(X,X) 
is a morphism of groups from the group T into the homeomorphism group of X. 
0 Straightforward. 0 
2.3. REMARKS. 
1. The conclusion of the above Lemma is valid for any action of Ton X, provided 
each transition is continuous. In such a case we have a continuous action of Ta 
on X; here Ta is the group T endowed with the discrete topology. Observe that 
every ttg with phase group T can also be considered as a ttg with phase group Ta. 
2. As a synonym for the phrase "(T, X, 7r) is a ttg" also the phrase "X is a 
T-space (with action 7r)" will be used, or: "T acts continuously on X (by 7r)". 
In cases where the group T is understood we shall denote a ttg (T, X, 7r) just by 
(X, 7r). Moreover, the action of T in a T-space will in most cases be suppressed 
(see below). Therefore, the T-space (X, 7r) will usually be denoted by X, the script 
Jetter corresponding to the Iatin capital X by which the phase space is denoted. 
(Thus, the T-spaces (X, 7r), (Y, (J'), ... , are denoted as X, Y, .. .. ) 
3. As observed above, the action in a T-space will in most cases be suppressed. 
So instead of 7r(t, x) we shall write simply tx (t ET, x EX). Moreover, we shall use 
self-evident notations liketA for 7rt[A], Sx for 7rx[SJ, etc. Using this, the conditions 
(a) and (b) in the definition of a ttg read as follows: 
ex= x, s(tx) = (st)x (x EX, s, t ET). 
4. In the above we have defined what are usually called left actions and left 
ttg's. A riglit action of Ton X is a mapping 7r: X x T-> X such that 
7r(x,e) = x, 7r(7r(x,t),s) = 7r(x,ts) 
for all x EX and s, t ET, or simply (suppressing the symbol for the action): 
xe = x, (xt)s = x(ts). 
By writing i(t, x) := 7r(x, t) every right action 7r defines a left action ii- (and 
vice versa). Using this, all definitions and results for (left) ttg's have obvious 
modifications for right actions. Note that for a right action 7r of T on X the 
mapping 1!:. : t 1--> 7r(-, t): T -> H(X, X) is an "anti-morphism" of groups, i.e., 
1!:.(ts) = !_(s) o 1!:.(t) fort, s ET. 
Many publications in Abstract Topological Dynamics deal with right actions in-
stead of left ones. This has obvious, but sometimes slightly confusing, consequences 
for further terminology. Thus, in Section 3 below, in the definition of an enveloping 
semigroup we would use left semitopological semigroups (but other people would 
call these right semitopological!); moreover, we would have to deal with minimal 
right ideals, etc. 
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2.4. EXAMPLES. 
1. Consider an autonomous differential equation in an open subset U of rn;n of 
the following form: 
x = f(x) x EU 
Assume that f is such that this equation has unique solutions, depending continu-
ously on initial conditions, and extendable to the whole real line. Thus, for every 
point x in the domain U off there is a unique continuous mapping 1rx : lR --> U 
such that 7rx(O) = x and 'li"x(t) = f(rrx(t)) for all t E JR. It is easy to see that for 
every s E lR the mapping t f-+ rrx(t + s) is a solution of the equation with initial 
value 7rx(s) for t = 0, so it must coincide with the solution rry with initial value 
Y := 1rx(s). Stated otherwise, ir,,x(s)(t) = 1rx(t + s). If we write n(t, x) for 11"x(t) 
then we get precisely condition (b) in the definition of a ttg with phase group IP?. 
and phase space U. Note that condition (a) is fulfilled by the definition of the so-
lutions 7r x, and that condition ( c) is a consequence of the assumptions on f. So an 
autonomous differential equation in (an open subset of) rn;n defines (under suitable 
conditions) a ttg. 
2. Let X be a topological space and let f be a homeomorphism of X onto itself. 
Then 7r: (n, x) f-+ r(x): Z x X--> X defines a continuous action of the (discrete) 
group :Z: on the space X. Note that for this ttg we have ir 1 =f. Every ttg (1.Z, X, n) 
with phase group Z is obtained in this way from the homeomorphism 7r 1 , because 
( 1r I r = Jrn for all n E Z. Thus, a ttg with phase group z' phase space x and 
I-transition 7r1 =: f may be denoted just by (X,f). 
3. Let <p: T --> G be a continuous homomorphism of topological groups. Let H 
be a closed subgroup of G and let X := G / H, the quotient space of left cosets of 
Hin G. Define 7r: T x X--> X by 7rt(gH) := <p(t)gH. Then (X, ?r) is a well-defined 
T-space. It will also be denoted by Q /H. 
4. Take G := T and H := { e} in Example 3. The resulting T-space (action of 
T on itself by means of left translations) will be denoted by T. 
5. If X is a singleton then the obvious action of T on X (every transition leaves 
the unique point of X invariant) defines a (the) trivial ttg, denoted by(*)· 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let X = (X, ir) be a T-space. Every subset of X of the form Tx 
is called an orbit in the T-space, viz., the orbit of the point x under (the action of) 
T. It is easily seen that the orbits under T form a partition of the space X. 
A subset A of X is said to be invariant in X whenever TA~ A (equivalently: 
tA =A for every t ET). Clearly, a set is invariant iffit is a union of orbits. If A is 
an invariant set in X then also its closure A, its interior int A, and its complement 
X \A are invariant. [ For every subset B ~ X and t E T we have tB = tB and 
t(X \ B) = X \ tB. ] In particular, every orbit closure is invariant. 
2.6. DEFINITION. Let ;t' = (X, ir) and Y = (Y, a) be T-spaces. A mapping 
<p: X --> Y is called equivariant whenever <po 7rt = at o r.p for all t E T. If we 
suppress the symbols for the actions then the condition reads: rp( tx) = trp( x) for 
all (t, x) ET x X. A morphism ofT-spaces <p: X--> Y is a continuous equivariant 
mapping <p: X --> Y. An isomorphism of T-spaces is a morphism t.p: X --> Y such 
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that '{): X --+ Y is a homomeorphism of X onto Y. In the special case that X = Y 
we use the terms endomorphism and automorphism, respectively. A surjective 
morphism of T-spaces 'P: X --+ Y will be called an extension (of Y), and also a 
factor of X. 
Clearly, the composition of two morphisms of T-spaces (if it is defined as a 
composition of mappings) is again a morphism of T-spaces. Also, the inverse of 
a bijective morphism is equivariant. So the inverse of in isomorphism is again an 
isomorphism. 
Morphisms are ubiquitous: if X = (X, ?r) is a T-space then for every x E X the 
motion ?r :r: : t 1-+ t x: T --+ X is a morphism ?r x: T --+ X, where T is the T-space 
defined in Example 3 in (2.4) above. Morphisms also appear in the constructions 
to be presented below. 
2.7. CONSTRUCTIONS. 
1. Let X = (X, 1T) be a T-space, and let Z be a non-empty invariant set in 
X. Then ?r\rxz:T x Z--+ Z is a continuous action of Ton Z; for convenience, 
this action will be denoted just by ?r. The T-space Z = (Z, ?r) will be called the 
T-subspace of X on Z. Note that ?r\Txz is the unique action of T on Z making 
the inclusion mapping Z --+ X equivariant. 
2. Let {X>. = (X>.,?r>.): A EA} be a set ofT-spaces. Let X := IL X>. (with its 
product topology) and define 71': T x X --+ X by 
7rt(x) := (?rlx>.)>.eA for t ET and x = (x>.)>.eA EX 
or, suppressing the symbols for the actions, (tx)>. = tx.>,.. It is straightforward to 
show that 71' is a continuous action of Ton X (coordinate-wise action). The T-
space X = (X, 7r) is called the product of the T-spaces X>.. Notation: X =TI {X>. : 
A E A}, or simply X = TI>. X.1.; for finite products also X = .X1 x ... x Xn. The 
coordinate-wise action of Ton TI>. X>. is the unique action making all projections 
p,,: TI>. X>. --+ X,, equivariant (v E A). 
3. Let X be a T-space and let R be an invariant equivalence relation on X, that 
is, R is invariant as a set in the product T-space X x X. If we denote the quotient 
map of X onto X/ R by R[ - ], then the formula 
ut R[x] := R[tx] for (t, x) ET x X 
unambiguously defines an action of T on X/ R: it is the unique action of T on 
X/ R making the quotient map R[ - ]: X --+ X/ R equivariant. As each transi-
tion ut is continuous it is clear that u is a continuous action of Td on X/ R. In 
a number of cases u: T x X/ R --+ X/ R is (simultaneously) continuous, the most 
important one for us being the following: X is a compact Hausdorff space and R is 
a closed invariant equivalence relation on X [use that in this case the mapping 
idr x R[ - ]: T x X --+ T x X/ R is a quotient mapping, because R[ - ] is a per-
fect mapping]. In this situation the space X / R is a (compact) Hausdorff space, 
hence {X/ R, u) is a T-space; it will be denoted by X / R. Note that in this case 
R[ - ]: X--+ X /Risa morphism of T-spaces. 
Resuming, we have: 
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If X is a compact T-space and if R is a closed invariant equivalence 
relation on X, then there is a unique continuous action of T on X/ R, 
defining a T-space X / R, such that R[ - ]: X -+ X / R is a morphism of 
T-spaces. 
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It is important to observe that every extension of compact T-spaces is obtained 
in this way. For consider an arbitrary extension 1.p: X -+ Y of compact T-spaces. 
Then the equivalence relation 
is a closed invariant set in X x X, and it is easy to check that the T-spaces y and 
X / R are isomorphic in such a way that the morphisms <p and R[ - ] correspond 
to each other. Using these remarks it is easy to see that the following is true: If 
<p: X-+ Y and 1/;: X -+ Z are two surjective morphisms of compact T-spaces, then 
there exists a morphism ~: Y -+ Z such that 1f; = ,; o 'P iff R'P ~ Rt1i. 
4. Let X = (X, Jr) be a compact T-space (i.e., X is a compact Hausdorff space). 
The space of all probability measures on X will be denoted by M1(X). This is the 
following subset of the dual of the Banach space C., (X), the space of all continuous 
real-valued functions on X with the sup-norm topology: 
M1(X) := {µ E Cu(X)*: µ 2 0 & µ(lx) = l}. 
It is well-known that M1(X) is a subset of the unit ball of Cu(X)*: 11µ!1 :=; 1 for 
allµ E M 1(X). Endowed with the w*-topology it is a compact Hausdorff space. 
Recall that the w*-topology on M1 (X) is the weakest topology making all mappings 
µ 1--+ µ(!): M1 (X) -+ lR continuous (! E C(X)). By the Riesz Representation 
Theorem M1(X) can be identified with the set of all regular Borel measures on X, 
the identification being given by the formula 
µ(!) = L f dµ for µ E M1(X) and f E C(X). 
An action of Td on M 1 (X) can be defined by 
(tµ)(f) := L f(tx) dµ for (t, µ)ET x M1(X) and f E C(X), 
or, in terms of measures: 
(tµ)(A) := µ(C 1 A) for t ET and A a Borel set in X. 
It is not difficult to show that this actually defines a continuous action of T on 
M1(X). Thus, we get a new T-space, denoted by M 1(X). In this context there 
appear in a natural way a number of morphisms. 
First of all, there is the mapping Q: x 1--+ 6x:X-+ M1(X), where for every x EX 
the Dirac measure Ox is defined by 6x(f) := f(x) for f E C(X), or in terms of 
measures, 
{ 1 if x EA Dx(A) := 0 if x t/. A. 
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It is well-known that§_ is a closed topological embedding of X into M1 (X) (we still 
assume that X is compact). Moreover, it is easily checked that ~:X-+ M1 (X) is a 
morphism of T-spaces. Thus,§_ is an equivariant embedding of X into M1(X). 
If <p: X -+ Y is a morphism of compact T-spaces then the formula 
rp(µ)(f) := Lf ocpdµ for µ E M1(X) and f E C(Y) 
defines a continuous mapping cp: M1 (X) -+ M1(Y), which turns out to be a mor-
phism rp: M1(X) -+ M1 (Y). In terms of measures, rp is given by rp(µ)(A) := 
µ(cp~[A]) for Borel sets A in Y. It is well-known that if <p is injective or sur-
jecti ve then so is cp. In particular, if X is a closed invariant set in the T-space Y 
and if 'P is the inclusion mapping, then <P embeds M1(X) as a closed invariant set 
in M1(Y). 
5. Let X = (X, 7r) be a compact T-space. Recall that the hyperspace 2X of X 
is the space whose elements are the non-empty closed subsets of X, and which has 
the topology generated by all sets of the form 
n 
(Vi, ... ,Vn):={AE2x:A~LJVj &AnV;#0 for i=l, ... ,n} 
j=l 
with n E N and Vi, ... , Vn non-empty open sets in X. This topology is usually 
called the Vietoris topology for 2x; actually, the sets (Vi, ... , Vn) form a base for 
the Vietoris topology. It is well-known that 2x with the Vietoris topology is a 
compact Hausdorff space, and that the mapping x r-+ { x}: X --+ 2X is a closed 
embedding. Moreover, if X is metrizable then so is 2X; in that case a metric for 
2X is given by the so-called Hausdorff metric for 2X: 
d*(A, B): inf{ c ~ 0: A~ S,[B] & B ~ S,[A]} 
max{ maxd(a, B), maxd(b, A)}, 
aEA bEB 
where d(a, B) = min{ d(a, y) : y E B}, the distance of a EX to B, and S,[B] = 
{a EX: d(a, B) < t}. 
The action 7r of T on X induces an action 211" of T on 2X, as follows: 
(2")1 (A):= 7r1 [A] for (t, A) ET x 2x. 
If the symbols for the actions are omitted, then for t E T and a closed non-empty 
subset A of X the expression tA has two meanings: if A is seen as a subset of X 
then it means the set {tx: x EA}, and if A is seen as an element of 2X then it is 
the same set tA as before, but now considered as an element of the space zX. This 
action of T on 2X turns out to be continuous. The resulting T-space is denoted 
as 2x. 
There are several types of morphisms connected with actions of T on hyperspaces. 
First of all we have the closed embedding x r-+ { x} of X into 2X; this embedding 
clearly is equivariant, so it is a morphism of T-spaces. In addition, if <p: X -+ Y is 
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any morphism of T-spaces, then 'P can be extended in a natural way to a mapping 
2'P: zX -+ zY, namely, to the mapping defined by 
2"°(A) := cp[A] for A E 2x. 
It is easily checked that 2"° is continuous and equivariant, hence it is a morphism 
of T-spaces, 2"°: zx -+ zY. Finally, for any morphism cp: X -+ Y one can define a 
mapping 'Pad: Y-+ 2X by 
It is obvious that 'Pad is injective and equivariant. In general, 'Pad is not continuous: 
it is only upper semi-continuous, i.e., for every open subset U of X the set {y E 
Y : 'Pad(Y) = <p ..... [y] ~ U} is open in Y [this set equals Y \ i.p[X \ U], which is open 
in Y because <p is a closed mapping]. By a straightforward argument one shows 
that tpad is continuous iff 'P is an open mapping [ use that 'P:d[(X, U)) = {y E 
Y : <p+-[y) n U f:. 0} = cp[U]]. So in that case we have a morphism of T-spaces 
'Pad: Y-+ zx. 
3. Minimal flows 
3.1. CONVENTIONS AND TERMINOLOGY. Unless stated otherwise, all ttg's will have 
as a phase group a fixed but otherwise arbitrary topological group T. In addition, 
we shall consider only T-spaces with a compact phase space. In order to stress this 
we shall call such a compact T-space a T-flow or just simply a flow. (A number of 
notions that will be defined below can also be defined for non-compact T-spaces, 
and some results hold in that context too, or at least in T-spaces with compact 
orbit closures.) 
Let X be a flow. A subset A of X is called a minimal set in X (or: a minimal 
subset of X) whenever A is closed, non-empty and invariant, and no proper subset 
of A has these properties. If X is a minimal set in X then we say that X is a 
minimal flow. 
3.2. REMARKS. Let X be a flow. The following statements are rather straightfor-
ward consequences of the definitions. 
l. If A is a minimal set in X and B is an arbitrary invariant set in X then either 
An B = 0 or A ~B. In particular, different minimal sets (in the same flow) 
are always mutually disjoint. 
2. If 0 f:. A ~ X then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a minimal set in X; 
(ii) Vx E A : Tx = A; 
(iii) A is closed and invariant, and for every non-empty open set U in 
X, either A~ TU or An TU= 0. 
It follows that every minimal set is an orbit closure; therefore, one often 
speaks of minimal orbit closures instead of minimal sets. Note that the orbit 
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closures form a partition of the phase space iff all orbit closures are minimal 
(in that case the flow is sometimes called semisimple; for another term, see 
5 below). 
3. An orbit closure Tx in X is minimal iff 
Vy E X : y E Tx =? x E Ty . 
4. Every non-empty closed invariant subset of X includes a minimal set [use 
Zorn's Lemma]. 
5. If r.p : X -+ Y is a morphism and A is a minimal set in X then r.p[A] is a 
minimal set in Y [if B ~ r.p[A] is non-empty, closed and invariant, then by 1 
above, A ~ r.p+-[ B]]. Conversely, if B is a minimal set in Y then the closed 
and invariant set <p+-[B] includes a minimal set C, and clearly lf'[C] =B. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Points situated in minimal sets (i.e., points with minimal orbit 
closures) can be characterized in terms of their recurrent behaviour. To this end 
we need some definitions. Let X be a flow. For any point x in X and any subset 
U of X we write 
Dx(x, U) := {t ET: tx EU}. 
(This is the set of all values of "time" that tx dwells in U. In topological dynamics 
one is interested in such "dwelling" sets with U a neighbourhood of the point x: 
how often does x return in any one of its neighbourhoods?) A point x E X is 
said to be almost periodic whenever for every U E Nx (the neighbourhood filter 
of x) the set Dx(x, U) is "large" in the following sense: there exists a compact 
(i.e., a "small") subset K of T such that T = K D x ( x, U); equivalently, every right 
translate of the compact set K- 1 meets Dx(x, U). If K can always taken to be 
finite then the point x is said to be discretely almost periodic (i.e., almost periodic 
under the action of the discrete group Td). 
Using these notions we can formulate the following characterization of a minimal 
orbit closure: 
3.4. THEOREM. Let X be a flow and let x E X. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Tx is a minimal set in X; 
(ii) x is an almost periodic point in X; 
(iii) x is a discretely almost periodic point in X. 
D (Outline) (i)::::}(iii): Let U E Nx. By (3.2)2(iii) above and compactness of Tx 
there is a finite set K in T such that Tx ~ Tx ~ KU. Hence T = KDx(x, U). 
(iii)::::}(ii): Obvious. (ii)::::}(i): Consider y E Tx; we want to show (see (3.2)3 above) 
that x E Ty. Let U be an arbitrary compact neighbourhood of x. There is a 
compact set K in T such that T = KDx(x, U), hence Tx ~ KU. As KU is 
compact (image of K x U under the continuous action of T on X) it follows that 
Tx ~KU. In particular, y E KU, hence Un Ty =f. 0. Thus, x E Ty. D 
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3.5. REMARK. In view of the above, a flow in which the minimal sets form a 
partition of the phase space (i.e., a semisimple flow) is often said to be pointwise 
almost periodic. 
3.6. ENVELOPING SEMIGROUPS. Enveloping semigroups are an important "tech-
nical" resource for the study of orbit closures, hence, in particular, for the study 
of minimal sets. In this survey they cannot be omitted, but we shall have hardly 
any occasion to illustrate their use, because almost no proofs will be given. An 
enveloping semigroup of T is a mapping <p: T - S of T with the following proper-
ties: 
(a) S is a semigroup with a compact Hausdorff topology making all right 
translations p 1-+ pr: S -+ S continuous for r E S. 
(b) <p is a continuous morphism of semigroups (i.e., <p(st) = <p(s)<p(t) for all 
s, t E T) and its range <p[T] is dense in S; note that we do not require 
that <p is a topological embedding of T in S. 
(c) The mapping (t,p) 1-+ <p(t)p:T x S - Sis continuous. Note that this 
mapping is a continuous action of T on S; the resulting flow will be 
denoted by S. 
It is rather straightforward to show that there exists a universal enveloping semi-
group <pr: T -+ Sr; it is characterized by the following property: for every envelop-
ing semigroup <p: T - S there exists a unique continuous morphism of semigroups 
<p1 : Sr - S such that <p = <p' o 'PT. It can be shown that the compactification 
'PT: T -+ Sr corresponds to the subalgebra RU C* (T) of all bounded right uni-
formly continuous functions on T. As this algebra separates points and closed 
subsets of T it follows that 'PT is a topological embedding of Tinto Sr. Therefore, 
we shal/ consider T as a subgroup of the semigroup Sr and identify t with ip(t) 
for every t ET. Thus, for example, the expression tp for t ET and p E Sr has a 
double interpretation (but in both interpretations it denotes the same element of 
Sr: firstly, it is the product oft(= <p( t)) with p in the semigroup Sr, and secondly, 
it is the image if p under the t-transition. 
Much is known about semigroups as mentioned in (a) above (so-called right semi-
topological semigroups, because all right translations are continuous; other authors 
call them left semitopological semigroups, because multiplication is continuous in 
the left variable); see, e.g., RUPPERT (1984]. For topological dynamics the following 
properties are fundamental: 
1. Every right semitopological semigroup S contains at least one minimal left 
idea/, i.e., a subset M that is minimal under inclusion with respect to the 
properties M =F 0 and SM ~ M. All minimal left ideals are closed in S. 
2. Every right semitopological semigroup S contains at least one idempotent, 
i.e., an element u such that u2 = u. 
3. Let M be a minimal left ideal in a right semitopological semigroup. Then: 
(a) The set J(M) of all idempotents in Mis not empty. 
(b) Vu E J(M) \Ip EM: pu = p (sou is a right unit element of M). 
(c) Vu E J(M): uM is a group and uM = {p EM : up= p}. 
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(d) {uM: u E J(M)} is a partition of M. In particular, Mis a disjoint 
union of groups, and for every element p of M there are unique 
elements u of J(M) and p- 1 of uM ~ M such that up= pu = p 
and pp- 1 = p- 1p = u. 
4. The following property makes it possible to switch from one minimal left 
ideal to another (indispensible for proving that a number of definitions in 
topological dynamics is independent of the choice of such a minimal left ideal; 
unfortunately, I cannot illustrate this is this paper): If L and M are minimal 
left ideals in a right semitopological semigroup S then for every u E J(L) 
there exists a unique v E J(M) such that uv = v and vu= u. 
5. Let S be the flow defined by an enveloping semigroup. Then the minimal 
sets in S are just the minimal left ideals in the semigroup S. 
3.7. THE ELLIS SEMIGROUP OF A FLOW. The use of enveloping semigroups for 
topological dynamics stems from the following. Let X = (X, 7r) be a flow. The 
space X X with its product topology is a right semi topological semigroup with 
composition of mappings as semigroup-operation, and the transition group { 11"1 : 
t ET} can be viewed as a subgroup of xx. It turns out that the closure E(X) 
of { Jr1 : t E T} is a subsemigroup of X x; it is called the Ellis semigroup of X. 
Moreover, 7r : t 1--+ Jr1 : T-+ E(X) is an enveloping semigroup of T. 
As observed in (3.6) above, every enveloping semigroup gives rise to a flow. In 
particular, this is the case for ?r: T -+ E(X). The action of T on E(X) is given 
by t~ := 7Tt o ~ for t E T and ~ E E(X), and the flow so obtained will be denoted 
by £(X). After a moment's reflection one sees that £(X) is a subflow of the flow 
xx, the product of IXI copies of X; in fact, E(X) is the orbit closure of idx in 
xx. For every point x EX the evaluation mapping 6x : ~ 1-+ ~(x): E(X)-+ X is 
a morphism of flows, 6x: £(X) -+ X. As 7r[T] is dense in E(X) it follows that 6x 
maps E(X) onto the orbit closure Tx of x in the flow X. 
By the universal property of 'PT : T-+ Sr there exists a (surjective!) continuous 
morphism of semigroups 7r*: Sr -+ E(.:t') such that 7r = 7r* o 'PT. It is now possible 
to define an "action" of the semigroup Sr on X by px := ( Jr* (p)) ( x) for p E Sr 
and x EX. Thus, each element of Sr acts by means of its image in E(X), which 
is a mapping of X into itself. As 7r*(t) = 11"* o <pr(t) = 7r(t) = Jrt, this action 
clearly extends the original action 7T of T. Note that for fixed x E X the mapping 
p 1--+ px: Sr -+ X is always continuous [it is the mapping 6x o 7r*]. It follows that 
p( rx) = (pr )x for all p, r E Sr and x E X [if p E T then this equality holds if 
r E T, and both sides of this equality depend continuously on r E Sr; as T is dense 
in Sr, it follows that the equality holds for all r E Sr; then a similar argument 
shows that for any fixed r E Sr the equality holds for all p E Sr]. This equality 
accounts for the term "action" of Sr on X. In general, this action of Sr is not 
continuous: for fixed p E Sr the mapping x 1--+ px: X -+ X may be non-continuous 
(this is because of the fact that E(X) is obtained as a subset of xx and may, 
therefore, contain non-continuous mappings of X into itself as members; see also 
the remark just before ( 4.9) ahead). It should be clear from the above that the 
"orbit" of a point x under this action of Sr is equal to E(X) evaluated at x, i.e., 
it is just the orbit closure of x: Srx = Tx. This also follows from the following 
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observation: the mapping p ~ px: ST -+ X is a morphism of flows [( tp )x = t(px )] , 
hence it maps the orbit Te = T of e in the flow Sr onto the orbit Tx of x in the 
flow X; now use that T is dense in Sr. 
Resuming, we have shown the following: 
For every flow X the action of T on X can be extended to an action 
of Sr on X with the same "transition-semigroup". In general, this 
extended action is not continuous, but all motions are. For every point 
x E X the orbit under Sr coincides with the orbit closure under T, and 
p 1-+ px: Sr-+ X is a morphism of flows, mapping Sr onto Tx. 
The advantage of working with the action of Sr instead of working with the 
original action of T lies in the facility with which statements about orbit closures 
can be proved. Often, E(X) can be used in exactly the same way, but Sr has the 
advantage that it works on every flow. For an example of this, see Remark 3.9 
below. In that remark we shall use that the action of Sr behaves in the following 
way with respect to any morphism tp : X -+ Y of flows: 
cp(px)=ptp(x) for pESr and xEX 
[the equality holds for all p in the dense subset T of Sr, and both sides of the 
equality depend continuously on p]. The following is an example of the use of 
this action of Sr on the phase space of a flow; it is in part a reformulation of the 
characterization of a minimal set in (3.4) above. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let X be a flow and let x E X. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) x is an almost periodic point; 
(ii) Tx is a minimal set; 
(iii) There exists a minimal left ideal M in Sr such that x EM x; 
(iv) For every minimal left ideal M in Sr there is an idempotent u E J(M) 
such that ux = x. 
0 (Outline) (ii)::;..(iv): If M is a minimal left ideal in Sr then by (3.6)5, (3.2)5 
and the final remark in (3.7) it is clear that Mx is a minimal subset of Srx = Tx. 
So assuming (ii) we get M x = Tx. Then {p E M : px = x} is a non-empty 
closed subsemigroup, which contains by (3.6)2 an idempotent. (iv)::;..(iii): Obvious. 
(iii)::;..(ii): As above, one sees that M x is a minimal subset of Tx; by (iii) it contains 
the point x, hence it must coincide with Tx. 0 
3.9. REMARK. This theorem gives an easy method to "construct" almost periodic 
points in any flow X: for any x E X and idempotent u a minimal ideal of Sr 
the point ux is almost periodic [ u( ux) = u2 x = ux]. Now let tp : X -+ Y be a 
morphism of flows, and let y be an almost periodic point in Y. Then there exists 
an almost periodic point x in ,l' such that tp( x) = y. [Let u be an idempotent in a 
minimal left ideal in Sr such that uy = y, and let x' E ip- [y]. Then x := ux' is an 
almost periodic point in .t, and ip(x) = ip(ux') = u<p(x') = uy = y.] (Of course, a 
similar but even easier argument shows that ip( x) is an almost periodic point in Y 
if x is almost periodic in X.) 
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We close this section with an important property shared by all minimal left ideals 
of the semigroup Sr: all flows on these ideals are mutually isomorphic, and any of 
them is a universal minimal flow. What this means is expressed by the following 
theorem. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let M be aminimalleft idealin Sr. Then for every minimalflow 
X there exists a morphism1 . cp : M -.. X; thus, every minimal flow is a factor of 
M. In addition, if'lf;: Y-.. Mis any morphism ofilows then 1/; is an isomorphism. 
In particular, the flows on the minimal left ideals of Sr are mutually isomorphic. 
D (Outline) Let X be a minimal flow and let x EX. Then p 1-+ px:Sr -t X is a 
morphism, mapping M onto X because X is minimal. This proves the first part of 
the theorem. For the second part it is sufficient to show that every endomorphism 
of the flow M is an automorphism [by what has just been proved, there exists 
t.p : M -.. Y so we have the endomorphism 'I/; o cp of M]. To this end, note that 
every endomorphism e of M is a right translation p 1-+ pr for some r E M [take 
r := e(u) for any idempotent u in M]. Then the right translation over r- 1 (see 
(3.6)3( d) above) is the inverse of e. Finally, note that all minimal left ideals of ST 
have both properties, hence are mutually isomorphic. D 
3.11. REMARKS. 
1. If Z is a minimal flow such that every minimal flow is a factor of Z, then 
it follows from the second part of the theorem that Z is isomorphic with the 
flow M for every minimal left ideal M of Sr. Therefore, the above theorem is 
often expressed by saying that M is the unique universal minimal flow. Properly 
speaking, this is a misnomer: the term "universal" suggests that the morphism 
of the universal object to any other object in the category under consideration is 
unique, which in this case is certainly not true. For example, it would imply that 
for any minimal left ideal in Sr and any minimal flow X we would have px 1 = px2 
for all p E M and every pair x1, x 2 E X. There are many minimal flows where this 
is not the case (e.g., all distal flows: use the conclusion of (4.9) below). 
2. Not much is known about the topological structure of minimal left ideals in 
Sr. Of course, each minimal left ideal M of Sr is a retract of Sr [for u E J(M), 
p 1-+ pu: Sr -.. Tisa retraction]. In the case that the group T is discrete it is clear 
that 'PT: T -t Sr is the Cech-Stone compactification of T, so in that case each 
minimal left ideal M of Sr is extremally disconnected. For some other topological 
properties of "the" universal minimal flow, see VAN DOUWEN [1990], BALCAR and 
BLASZCZYK [1990] and BALCAR and Dow [1991]. 
3. Much of what has been said above can be done for actions of semigroups. This 
leads (in considering continuous self-maps of a compact space, i.e., actions of the 
semigroup z+) to the study of minimal left ideals in (3w\w. See the above references, 
and also HINDMAN and PYM [1984] and BERGELSON and HINDMAN [1990]. 
1 0f course, Mis the subfiow of ST on M. 
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4. Equicontinuous and distal flows 
A central problem in topological dynamics (still) is the classification of minimal 
flows. In full generality, this problem appears to be quite difficult. Therefore, it 
seems appropriate to single out certain minimal flows which are "well behaved" 
in some sense, and are hopefully more amenable to classification. In this paper 
we shall concentrate mainly on two classes of minimal flows, namely, the equicon-
tinuous ones and the distal ones. For these classes there is a rather extensive 
theory, and much research in Abstract Topological Dynamics stems from attempts 
to generalize the results to other classes of minimal flows. 
For the definitions of these notions, recall that the topology of a compact Haus-
dorff space X is generated by a unique uniformity U x. In what follows, expressions 
like to: or Ba for t E Tor B ~ T and a E Ux are to be interpreted in the flow 
X x X; thus, for example, 
4.1. EQUICONTINUITY. A flow X is said to be equicontinuous whenever the group 
of its transitions is an equicontinuous set of homeomorphisms of X, that is, when-
ever 
Tix EX 'Va E Ux :JUE N:r: : tU ~ a[tx] for all t ET. 
The flow X is called uniformly equicontinuous whenever its transition group is 
uniformly equicontinuous, i.e., 
'Va E Ux 3/3 E Ux T(J ~a. 
Clearly, a uniformly equicontinuous flow is equicontinuous; as all flows have com-
pact phase spaces, the converse is also true. Therefore, we shall use "equicon-
tinuous" when we actually mean "uniformly equicontinuous". In the literature 
the term "(uniformly) almost periodic" is often used for what we call uniformly 
equicontinuous. This is because of the following characterization ( cf. AUSLAN-
DER [1988, Theorem 2 in Chapter 2), or DE VRIES [1992, IV(2.8)]; the proof in 
ELLIS [1969] is not correct): a flow X is uniformly equicontinuous iff for every 
a E Ux the set 
Dx(a) := n Dx(x, a[x]) = {t ET: (x, tx) Ea for all x EX} 
:r:EX 
is large in T in the same sense as we have met in the definition of "almost periodic 
point": there is a compact subset J{ of T (depending on a) such that T = K D x (a); 
actually, then there is a finite subset ]{ of T with this property, so the topology of T 
plays no role (this was to be expected from the definition of "uniformly equicon-
tinuous" ). It follows immediately from the above that every equicontinuous flow is 
pointwise almost periodic, hence the union of mutually disjoint minimal sets (i.e., 
it is semisimple). 
Examples of equicontinuous flows are, e.g., all groups that act on compact spaces 
by means of isometries (for example, the Z-flow on the unit circle of <C generated 
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by the homeomorphism z i--. az for z E Z). Also, the class of examples described in 
(2.4)3 with G a compact Hausdorff group consists of equicontinuous flows; if <,o[T] 
is dense in G then these flows are also minimal. We shall see in ( 4.5) below that 
all equicontinuous minimal flows are of this form. 
Ellis semigroups can be used to characterize equicontinuous flows: 
4.2. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent for a flow X: 
(i) X is equicontinuous; 
(ii) E(X) is a compact topological group and 8 : (e, x) 1-+ e(x ): E(X) x X -+ X 
is a continuous action of E(X) on X; 
(iii) E(X) is a group of homeomorphisms of X. 
If, in addition, X is minimal then the above conditions are equivalent with: 
(iv) E(X) is a topological group. 
D (Outline) (i)=>(ii): If (i) holds then on E(X) the topologies of pointwise and of 
uniform convergence coincide, and it is well-known that now (ii) holds (cf., e.g., 
BOURBAKI (1966, Chapter X, §§3.4 and 3.5]). 
It is obvious that (ii) implies (iii) and (iv), and that (ii) implies (i) follows from 
a straightforward compactness argument, using continuity of 8. 
(iii)=>(ii): As all members of E(X) are continuous mappings, it follows that 
multiplication in the group E(X) is separately continuous; also, 8 is separately 
continuous. Now Ellis' Joint Continuity Theorem (cf. RUPPERT [1984]) implies 
that (ii) holds. 
Finally, if X is minimal then for a point x E X the mapping (e, 17) 1-+ (e, 17(x)) 
from E(X) x E(X) to E(X) x X is surjective, hence a quotient mapping. The 
composition of 8: E(X)xX __, X with this quotient map is (e, 'I'}) 1-+ (eo'T})(x), which 
is continuous if (iv) holds. Hence 8 is continuous. This shows that (iv)=>(ii). D 
4.3. REMARK. The implication (iii)=>(ii) is highly non-trivial. Using a refinement 
of the proof of Ellis' Joint Continuity Theorem it is possible to prove also that if X 
is a minimal flow and every e E E(X) is continuous, then X is equicontinuous; cf. 
Chapter 4 of AUSLANDER [1988). If X is not minimal then the inclusion E(X) ~ 
C(X, X) is not sufficient to imply equicontinuity. [Example: Let X be the one-
point compactification of~ and let the group ~ act on X by addition, leaving the 
point oo invariant. Then E(X) ~ C(X, X), but X is not equicontinuous: the orbit 
of the point 0 is all of X, hence not minimal.] 
Now recall the existence and defining property of the Bohr compactification of the 
topological group T: a continuous morphism of groups aT: T-+ bT, where bT is a 
compact Hausdorff topological group, aT has a dense range in bT, and characterized 
by the following "universal property": for every topological group compactification2 
t/J: T __, G of T there exists a unique continuous morphism of groups 'lj;': bT-+ G 
such that 'I/;= 'lj;'oaT. Using the previous result in combination with this "universal 
property" of the Bohr compactification one arrives at the following result (the proof 
looks much like the argument used in (3.7) above, with 'PT: T-+ ST replaced by 
aT: T-t bT). 
2 In my tenninology, a. compa.ctifica.tion need not be a.n embedding. 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let X be a compact flow. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is equicontinuous; 
(ii) There is a continuous action 7i' of bT on X that "extends" the original 
action ofT in the following sense: 
7r(Cl'.(t),x)=tx for (t,x)ETxX. 
Recall that for every topological group compactification 'lj;: T -+ G and every 
closed subgroup Hof G the induced flow 9/H (cf. (2.4)3 above) is equicontinu-
ous and minimal. In particular, for every closed subgroup H of bT we have the 
equicontinuous minimal flow bT /H. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Every equicontinuous minimal flow is isomorphic with a flow of 
the form bT / H for some closed subgroup H ofbT, which is unique up to conjugacy. 
D Select x E X and take H := {g E bT : gx = x}. O 
This corollary implies that the flow bT is a universal equicontinuous minimal 
flow. As such it is unique: any equicontinuous minimal flow X with the property 
that every equicontinuous minimal flow is a factor of X is isomorphic with the flow 
bT. [the argument is similar to that used in the second part of the proof of (3.10): 
every endomorphism of the flow bT is a right translation, hence an automorphism]. 
4.6. QUESTIONS. 
1. The equicontinuous minimal flows can be classified by the conjugacy classes 
of closed subgroups of the topological group bT. Is there anything known about 
the set of conjugacy classes of bT for a general topological group T? What is its 
cardinallity in the case that T is a so called "maximally almost periodic group", 
e.g., T a locally compact abelian group? (A maximally almost periodic group is a 
topological group T for which ar: T __... bT is injective; the opposite is a "minimally 
almost periodic group": here bT is the trivial one-point group; a minimally almost 
periodic group T clearly admids no non-trivial equicontinuous minimal flows.) 
2. Another (as far as I know, still open) question is the following. It is not 
very difficult to show that if the group T is totally bounded (in its left, right or 
two-sided uniformity: these uniformities coincide in that case) then every minimal 
flow is equicontinuous [in that case all members of RUC(T) are almost periodic 
(they can be extended to continuous functions on the Weyl completion of T, which 
is a compact topological group), hence the compactifications t.pr: T--> Sr - corre-
sponding to RU C(T) - and ar: T __... bT - corresponding to the almost periodic 
functions - coincide; therefore, every orbit closure in any flow, being a factor of 
Sr = bT, is equicontinuous]. In GAIT [1972] it has been shown that the converse is 
true if T is discrete: if every minimal flow is equicontinuous then T is finite. What 
if T is not discrete? This question is a special case if a more general one that will 
be posed in (4.12)2 below. 
4. 7. DISTALITY. A notion closely related to equicontinuity is "distality". This no-
tion seems to be introduced by Hilbert in order to better understand equicontinuity. 
For the definition we first introduce the opposite notion of "proximality". 
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A pair of points (x1 , x 2 ) in a flow X is called a proximal pair whenever for every 
Cl' E U x there exists ta E T such that (taxi, t"'x2) E a. Equivalently, the pair 
( x1, x2) is proximal iff T( x1, x2) n b..x of 0, iff there exists p E Sr such that 
px 1 = px 2 [the orbit closure T(x 1 , x2 ) of (x 1 , x2) in the flow X x X equals the set 
{ (px 1 , px 2) : p E Sr}; to see this, show that the action of the semigroup Sr on 
X x X (as defined in (3.7) above) is given by (p, (x1,x2)) 1-+ (px1,px2)]. It is easy 
to see that the set of all proximal pairs in the flow X is given by 
Px := n Ta. 
aEUx 
A flow X is called proximal whenever Px = X x X, i.e., all pairs of points are 
proximal. An example of a proximal flow is the 2.-flow defined by the homeomor-
phism f : exp(27ri8) 1-+ exp(27Ti82 ) of the unit circle 1l' in C [all points tend to 1 
under the iterates off, hence come arbitrarily close to each other]. 
This example is not a minimal flow. It can be shown that an A belian group T 
admits no non-trivial proximal minimal flows. An easy example of a proximal 
minimal flow is obtained as follows: let T be the group generated by the homeo-
morphism f of 1l' defined above and a rotation of 1f of the form z 1-+ az with a E 1f 
not a root of unity; then 1f is proximal (due to f) and minimal (due to the rotation) 
under the natural action of T. 
A pair of points (x 1 , x2) in a flow X is said to be a distal pair whenever either 
it is not proximal or x1 = x2. Equivalently, a pair (x1, x2) is distal iff x1 = xz or 
T(x 1 , x2) n b..x = 0. So the set of distal pairs is (X x X \ Px) U b..x; consequently, 
if the pair (x 1 , x 2) is both distal and proximal then x1 = x 2 . A flow X is called 
distal whenever all pairs of points are distal, that is, whenever Px = b..x. 
4.8. REMARKS. As to examples of distal flows, it is easy to prove directly that 
every equicontinuous flow is distal; see also (4.9) below. In fact, it was conjectured 
for some time that every distal minimal flow is equicontinuous. This conjecture 
was reinforced by the fact that many properties of equicontinuous flows also hold 
for distal ones. We shall mention some of those properties: 
1. A distal flow is pointwise almost periodic (i.e., all orbit closures are minimal). 
[Let X be a distal flow and consider a point x E X. Let u be an arbitrary 
idempotent in a minimal left ideal of Sr. Then ( x, ux) is a proximal pair: px = pux 
for p = u. As all pairs in X are distal it follows that x = ux, i.e., x is an almost 
periodic point.] 
2. Every equicontinuous flow has the following property: if for every pair of non-
empty open subsets U and V of X there exists t E T such that tU n V of 0 (in that 
case the flow X is said to be (topologically) ergodic) then X is already minimal. 
[Let x, y E X and consider U E Ny. There exists f3 E U x with (!3 ..... o /3) [y] ~ U. 
By equicontinuity there is V E Nx such that tV ~ f3[tx] for all t ET. Now select 
t' ET with t'V n /3[y] f. 0. Then t'x E ((3 ..... o ,B)[y] ~ U. So Tx n U f. 0. This 
shows that y E Tx.] 
It is possible to show that also for distal flows it is true that topological ergodicity 
implies minimality. [If X has a countable base then topological ergodicity implies, 
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via a Baire category argument, that there is a point with dense orbit. So by 1 
above X is the orbit closure of an almost periodic point. Via a clever inverse limit 
argument, Ellis was able to reduce the non-metric case to the metric case; see ELLIS 
[1978].] One may wonder whether this is important at all; it is: see (5.3) below. 
3. There are examples of distal minimal flows (both in the cases T = ~ and 
T = JR) that are not equicontinuous; see FURSTENBERG [1963] and AUSLANDER, 
GREEN and HAHN (1963). 
The difference between "distal" and "equicontinuous", but also the similarity, 
can be clearly seen if one compares the following theorem with ( 4.2) above. Note 
that by these theorems and the examples referred to in ( 4.8)3 above there are 
minimal flows such that not all members of the Ellis semigroup are continuous 
maps of the phase space into itself. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let X be a flow. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is distal; 
(ii) E(X) is a group. 
If these conditions are fulfilled then every element of E(X) is a bijection of X onto 
itself. 
D (Outline) (i)::>(ii): First note that the flow xx is distal [it is a product of distal 
flows]. In view of ( 4.8) 1 it follows that the flow £(X) - an orbit closure in xx 
- is minimal. So E(X) is a minimal left ideal in the semigroup E(X). Hence by 
(3.6)3(d) it is sufficient to show that E(X) contains only one idempotent. In the 
proof of ( 4.8) 1 it is shown that for every idempotent u in any minimal left ideal 
of Sr on has ux = x. As every idempotent e in the semigroup E(X) is the image 
of such a u under the canonical morphism from ST onto E(X), it follows from 
the definition of the action of ST on x that e(x) = ux = x for every x E x. So 
e = idx. 
(ii)::>(i): If E(X) is a group then it follows from the definition of the action of 
ST on X that for every p E ST there exists p' E ST such that pp' x = p' px = x for 
all x EX. Now let x1, x2 EX be an arbitrary pair of points in X. In order to 
show that it is a distal pair, assume that there exists p E Sr such that px1 = px2. 
With p' as above we now get x1 = p1px1 = p'px2 = x2. This shows that (x1, x2) is 
a distal pair. D 
It is quite straightforward to show that if cp: T ~ S is an enveloping semigroup 
of T with S (algebraically) a group, then the corresponding flow S is distal [it is 
an easy exercise to show that E(S) is isomorphic to S; now apply (4.9)]. It is a 
standard result that there exists a "largest" enveloping semigroup cp: T ~ S of T 
with the property that S is a group; the definition is just like that of the Bohr 
compacti:fication, replacing at all places "compact topological group" by "compact 
right semi topological group". Denote this compacti:fication of T by 'YT: T ~ gT. 
Now the following should be clear (cf. (4.4) and (4.5) above): 
4.10. THEOREM. Let X be a distal flow. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is distal; 
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(ii) Tliere is a continuous action 7r of gT on X that "extends" the action ofT: 
i(IT(t),x) = tx for (t,x) ET x X. 
4.11. COROLLARY. Every distal minimal flow is isomorphic with a flow of the form 
gT / H for some closed subgroup H of gT, which is unique up to conjugacy. 
This corollary implies that the flow bT is a universal distal minimal flow. As 
such it is unique: any distal minimal flow with the property that all distal minimal 
flows are its factor is isomorphic with gT [the proof is the same as in the final 
remark of (4 . .5) above). 
4.12. QUESTIONS. 
1. I know of no systematic study of the compactification 1r: T-+ gT of T. How 
can the groups T be characterized for which the compactifications o:r: T ---+ bT 
and /T: T -+ gT are equivalent (i.e., there is a homeomorphism - automatically 
an isomorphism of groups - '!/;: bT -+ gT such that IT = '!/! o O:T )? This are just 
the groups for which every distal minimal flow is equicontinuous! I can prove that 
such a group cannot contain a copy of a: or lR as a closed cocompact subgroup. 
(Some aspects of this question can be found in the book BERGLUND, JuNGHENN 
and MILNES [1989].) 
2. There are other classes of minimal flows that admit universal objects. Uni-
versal objects for certain classes of flows can most easily be treated in the context of 
pointed flows or ambits. An ambit (X, x) consists of a flow X and a distinguished 
point x EX (the base point) with a dense orbit in X. If (X, x) and (Y, y) are am-
bits then there is at most one base-point-preserving (bpp) morphism from (,t', x) 
to (Y, y), i.e., a morphism t.p: ;t' -+ Y with t.p(x) = y [this equality determines t.p 
completely on the dense subset Tx of X]. If K is a class of ambits then a univer-
salK-ambit is an ambit (AK, aK) of which every member of K is a factor under a 
bpp morphism. If such a universal K-ambit exists then it is unique up to isomor-
phism [the identity mapping is its only endomorphism]. For a ("the", by uni city) 
universal K-ambit (AK, aK) the mapping t ._. taK: T-+ AK is a compactification 
of T. Thus, to certain properties for ambits there correspond compactifications of 
T, namely, the compactifications defined by the universal ambits for the classes of 
all ambits with those properties. One can now study the relationship between the 
various compactifications of Tso obtained, and ask questions like the above: how 
can a topological group T be characterized for which the compactifications corre-
sponding to two specific dynamical properties coincide? This question can also be 
put in terms of function algebras; see the paper AUSLANDER and HAHN [1967], or 
Sections IV.4 and IV . .5 in DE VRIES [1992]; cf. also BERGLUND, JUNGHENN and 
MILNES [1989]. We refer the reader to these references for specific examples. 
5. Extensions of minimal flows 
In this section we discuss a theorem that describes "how much" a distal minimal 
flow is different from an equicontinuous one. The metrizable case was proved in 
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FURSTENBERG [1963], and the non-metrizable case in ELLIS [1978]; both publi-
cations dealt essentially with the situation that Y = ( *) (the so-called "absolute 
case"). The "relative case" (with arbitrary minimal Y) with ,t an inverse limit 
of metrizable flows was proved in ELLIS [1969], and in its general form it was 
established in McMAHON and Wu [1981]. The theorem had an enormous influ-
ence on the further development of topological dynamics: not only people began 
to search for generalizations to other classes of minimal flows (e.g., the "point-
distal" ones; see (5.7)2 below), but also the main attention shifted from flows to 
extensions of minimal flows ( cf. the titles of the books BRONSTEIN [1979] and 
AUSLANDER (1988]). 
In particular, so-called relative properties were introduced. In practice, a relative 
property is nothing but a property for morphisms; as such it has to be distinguished 
from an absolute property, which is a property for flows. The philosophy behind 
this usage is that when an extension r.p : X __... Y has a certain property then it 
makes often sense (not always, but it did for the first few cases that were studied 
in the 60's) to say that X has that property relative Y; usually, this means that 
fibers of r.p have a certain property. Relative properties are applicable to flows: 
every flow can be seen as an extension; namely, the flow X is seen as the obvious 
extension X --+ ( *). If this extension has the relative property (Pre/) then the flow 
X is said to have the corresponding absolute property ( Pabs). We shall illustrate 
this usage for the properties "distal" and "equicontinuous", the absolute versions 
of which have been defined already in (4.7) and (4.1), respectively. 
5.1. DEFINITIONS. An extension of flows r.p: X-+ Y is said to be distal whenever 
every pair of points x 1, x2 E X with r.p( x1 ) = r.p( x 2) is distal; equivalently, 'P is 
distal iff Px n Rip = ~x. 
Clearly, a flow X is distal iff the extension X -+ ( *) is distal according to this 
definition [X is a full fiber]. 
Similarly, an extension r.p : X -+ Y is called proximal whenever every pair of 
points (x 1,x2) EX with r.p(x1) = ip(x2) is proximal, that is, whenever Rip~ P;i:. 
Clearly, a flow X is proximal iff the extension X -+ (*) is proximal. (In a certain 
"dynamical" sense, proximal extensions are close to isomorphisms: two different 
points in any one of its fibers can "in the long run" not well be distinguished from 
each other: the pair of points shrinks to one point. 
If fibers shrink not pairwise but as a whole to one point then the extension is 
called highly proximal; this property turns out to be equivalent with irreducibility 
of the morphism as a continuous mapping. It is well known that irreducible map-
ping "behave like" homeomorphisms. Therefore, there have been made attempts 
to base a classification of minimal flows on the following concept of equivalence: 
two minimal flows are "hp-equivalent" whenever they have highly proximal exten-
sions with a common domain; see AUSLANDER and GLASNER [1977]. The same 
kind of idea is used in ADLER and MARCUS [1979] for the classification of so-called 
subshifts of finite type (topological Markov chains).) 
An extension of flows r.p : X __... Y is said to be equicontimwus whenever the 
(uniform) equicontinuity condition holds only on fibers of <p: 
Va E Ux 3,8 E Ux : T,B n Rip~ a. 
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Clearly, a flow X is equicontinuous iff the extension X _..., ( *) is equicontinuous. 
(Authors using the term "almost periodic flow" where we use "equicontinuous flow" 
usually call an equicontinuous extension an "almost periodic extension".) 
For the proper formulation of the following theorem we should define what we 
understand by a transfinite composition of extensions. However, the reader who 
has some experience with inverse limits will have no difficulties in supplying the 
necessary details of the definition, and for the others the intuitive meaning of this 
term will no doubt suffice. 
5.2. THEOREM (Furstenberg). Every distal extension 'P : X _..., Y of minimal flows 
is a transfinite composition of equicontinuous extensions. 
D It is rather straightforward to show that 'P can be factorized as 'P = ( 00 o 1/;00 , 
where ( 00 is an infinite composition of equicontinuous extensions and 'l/;00 has no 
non-trivial equicontinuous factors. (We say that an extension (" is a factor of the 
extension !.p1 whenever tp1 = (' o ,,P' for some extension ,,P'. An extension is said to 
be trivial whenever it is injective: then it is an isomorphism.) Indeed, if t.p has no 
non-trivial equicontinuous factor then we can take 'l/;00 = 'P and ( 00 = idy. And 
if t.p has such a factor, then tp = ( 1 o 'l/;1 with ( 1 an equicontinuous extension of Y. 
Then apply the same procedure to 'l/;1, etc. By transfinite induction, using inverse 




In order to complete the proof of the theorem it is sufficient to show that the 
extension 'l/;00 is an isomorphism. This can be done in several ways. I shall outline 
a proof which consists of two main steps, each of which is a special case of a more 
general result. The two steps are: 
(I) If an extension of minimal flows ,,P : X _..., Z has no non-trivial equicontinu-
ous factors and if, in addition, 'If; is a distal extension, then 'If; is a so-called 
weakly mixing extension, that is, the subflow R.p of X x X is ergodic. 
(II) An extension of minimal flows 'If; : X _..., Z which is both distal and weakly 
mixing is an isomorphism. 
Obviously, these two results complete the proof of the theorem. D 
In the following remarks I shall give some comments on the proofs of the state-
ments (I) and (II) above. After that I shall say something about the "structure" 
of equicontinuous extensions, and formulate some open problems. 
5.3. REMARK. Let me start with statement (II). In the case that X is a distal flow 
(then 1/J certainly is a distal extension), statement (II) follows easily from ( 4.8)2: in 
that case, the flow X x X is distal, so its subflow R.µ is distal as well; if 'If; is a weakly 
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mixing exte?sion then R't/i is ergodic, hence it is minimal by ( 4.8)2. As .6..x is a 
closed invanant set in R.µ it follows that R't/i = .6..x, i.e., 'I/; is an isomorphism. The 
reason that this argument doesn't work for general distal extensions of mini1nal 
flows is that for a distal extension 1/; it is in general not the case that R'I/> is a distal 
flow. 
Fortunately, a distal extension 1/; : X -+ Z of minimal flows has the following 
property: R.µ is a union of minimal sets. [The mapping(} : (x 1 , x2) 1-> 1P(x 1 ) = 
?f>(x2): R.p --+ Z is a well-defined extension of flows, and it is not difficult to see 
that it is a distal extension. Now let (x1,x2) E Rtf!, and let z := O(x1,x2). By 
(3.8) there exists an idempotent u in a minimal left ideal of Sr such that uz = z. 
It follows that u( x i, x2) and ( x1, x2) have the same image under 0, so they form a 
distal pair in the flow R'</!. But they also form a proximal pair [for p := u we have 
p(u(x1,x2)) = p(x1,x2)], so these points are equal. So by (3.8) the orbit closure 
of ( x 1 , xz) is minimal.] 
Now suppose that the extension 1P : X-+ Z of minimal flows is distal and weakly 
mixing. If we assume, in addition, that X has a countable base, then ergodicity of 
the flow n'</; implies that this flow has a point with dense orbit [cf. the argument 
in ( 4.8)2]. By the above, all orbit closures in this flow are minimal. Hence R,µ is 
minimal, and as above this implies that 1P is an isomorphism. 
If X doesn't have a countable base then a generalisation of the construction used 
by Ellis in ELLIS [1978] (see also (4.8)2 above) settles the general case of statement 
(II). This generalisation was established essentially in McMAHON and Wu [1981), 
but for the proof of the fact that the construction works as indicated above, see DE 
VRIES [1991] (McMahon and Wu applied the construction in a different context). 
The proof of this generalization employs a construction in which morphisms of the 
type discussed in (2.7)5 above are used. 
5.4. REMARK. The proof of statement (I) is a much more difficult task. It consists 
of several steps; some of these are quite straightforward, while others are rather 
sophisticated. We list these steps and give some indications of the proofs. (a) A 
continuous invariant fibre-wise pseudometric (CIFP) for an extension 1/; : X --+ Z 
is a continuous mapping p: R't/i -+~+satisfying the following conditions: 
- 't/z E Z : Pl'<f;-[z]x,p-[z] is a pseudometric on 1P+--(z]. 
- 't/t ET 'v'(x1, x2) E R't/i: p(tx1, tx2) = p(x1, x2). 
It is quite straightforward to show that if 1/; has no non-trivial equicontinuous 
factors, then every CIFP for 1/; is identically zero on R't/i· [If p is a CIFP then the 
set 
Dt/J(P) := {(x1,x2) ER'</!: p(x1, x2) = 0} 
is a closed invariant equivalence relation, and 1P factors over the flow X/D'<f;(P) as 
1/; = 1/;' o TJ, where ?f>' turns out to be equicontinuous. By assumption, 1/i' is an 
isomorphism, so that D't/i(P) = R'<f;.] 
(b) A relatively invariant measure (RIM) for the extension 'I/; : X -+ Z is a 
morphism of flows >.: Z -+ M 1 (X) such that for every z E Z the support of the 
measure >.(z) is included in the fiber 1P.._.[z] of z. Note that if Z = (*) then the 
fact that >. is equivariant with respect to the actions in Z and M1 (X) implies that 
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t>.(*) = >.(*),i.e.,>.(*) is an invariant measure for X. If>. is a RIM for 'I/; then 
every non-empty closed invariant subset N of R.p defines a CIPF, namely by 
where ~ denotes the symmetric difference operator. Thus, if there is a RIM then 
there is a large supply of CIFP's, and one can imagine that the condition that they 
are all zero implies something for the flow 'R.,µ. And indeed, we have: 
If 'I/; is an open extension of minimal flows which admits a relatively invariant 
measure and every CIFP for 'I/; is zero, then 'I/; is weakly mixing. A proof of this 
statement is essentially included in McMAHON [1978]. 
( c) It can be shown that a distal extension of minimal flows is an open mapping. 
If we knew already that a distal extension of minimal flows has a RIM (one of the 
consequences of Furstenbergs theorem is that it has, indeed, a RIM; an independent 
proof would be of great interest!) then (I) would follow directly from (a) and (b) 
above. This problem is, literally, circumvented by the following result. It is due 
to GLASNER [1975]; in the proof a construction is used that employs flows and 
morphisms of the type described in (2.7)4 above. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let 'I/; : X ---> Z be an extension of minimal flows. Then there is 




where <T and r are proximal extensions and ,,P' is an extension of minimal flows 
with a RIM. Moreover, the flow X' is obtained as a minimal subflow of X x Z', 
and u and ,,P' are the restrictions to X' of the projections of X x Z' onto X and 
Z', respectively. 
Using this result for a distal extension 'I/; one gets in the above diagram a distal 
extension 'I/!' which has the additional property that <T x u maps the set R,µ1 onto 
the set R.p. Then <T x <T is a morphism of flows, from 'R..p1 onto 'R..p, so in order to 
show that 'R..p is ergodic it is sufficient to show that 'R..p1 is ergodic. 
Now recall that every distal extension of minimal flows is open. So ,,P' is an open 
extension with a RIM. If 'I/! has no non-trivial equicontinuous factors, then we know 
that every CIFP is zero on 'R.p. From this it follows rather easily (using that r is 
a proximal extension) that for 'I/;' all CIFP's are zero. Consequently, ,,P' is weakly 
mixing, and this implies that the flow 'R.,µ1, and therefore the flow 'R.p as well, is 
ergodic: the extension 'I/! is weakly mixing. This concludes the proof of (I). (For 
other proofs, see, e.g., VEECH [1977] and the references given there.) 
5.6. REMARKS. A number of important research themes in topological dynamics 
show up in the above proof. For example: 
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- Under.~hich additional conditions is an extension of minimal flows with no 
non-trivial equicontinuous factors weakly mixing? 
- Which. extensions can be "lifted" (in the sense of theorem (5.5) above) to 
extensions t~at are more or less well-behaved (e.g., because they belong to a 
class for :Vh1ch the previous question can be answered positively) by means 
of ext~ns10ns that are in some sense "close to" isomorphisms (like proximal 
extensions)? 
- A techn~cal fact that was not mentioned explicitly in the above proof is that 
in the situation of a diagram as in theorem (5.5) with if; a distal and r a 
proximal extension the set 
Rvn := {(x, z') EX x Z': 1/;(x) = r(z')} 
is minimal. (This is often expressed by saying that V' and r are disjoint; 
notation: if; J_ r .) What combinations of extensions have this property? 
In this introductory survey I cannot go further into details about these topics: 
for each of them there is a quite extensive literature, the understanding of which 
requires much more technical machinery. See, e.g., VAN DER WounE [1986] or DE 
VRIES (1992] for further references. 
One may wonder whether Furstenberg's theorem gives much additional insight 
in distal extensions: for example, it reduces questions about such extensions to 
questions about equicontinuous extensions. But how well-understood are the lat-
ter? Reasonably well. In fact, an equicontinuous extension of minimal flows is a 
fiber bundle; see BRONSTEIN [1979, 3.17.1-4]. 
This means the following. If r.p : X -+ Y is an equicontinuous extension of 
minimal flows then r.p is a factor of an extension ~ : Z -+ Y with the following 
property: there is a group G of automorphisms of Z which can be given a compact 
Hausdorff topology with which it is a topological group, acting continuously on 
Z in such a way that the C-orbits are just the fibers of ( (It is not difficult to 
show that this implies that~ is what in HUSEMOLLER [1966] is called a principal 
G-bundle. In topological dynamics such an extension ~ is usually called a group 
extension, though I prefer to call it a principal group extension.) 
One can apply the same construction to a distal extension r.p : ,'.\:' _,. Y. Then one 
gets exactly the same as above for the equicontinuous case, except that now the 
topological group G is not compact. (Now (may be called a weak group extension; 
in ELLIS [1967] the term "group-like" extension is used. One can try to use the 
same topology as in the equicontinuous case, but then G turns out to be not a 
topological group.) 
There is an interesting parallel to the theorems ( 4.2) and ( 4. 9). In fact these 
theorems are the absolute cases of the above. Indeed, if we apply the above con-
struction to the "absolute" case (i.e., Y = (*)) then it turns out that for the 
extension ~: z --+ (*) we get precisely l'(X) -+ (*). By (4.2) and (4.9), in the 
equicontinuous, respectively, distal case, E(X) is a topological group, respectively, 
a group, so the space E(X) consists of one orbit of an automorphism group of the 
flow l'(X), namely, the group E(X) acting on itself by means of right translations. 
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At this place I cannot go into details of the proofs of the above statements, but 
let me make a few remarks of a more general nature. An important role is played 
by algebraic characterizations of properties of extensions, of which (3.8), ( 4.2) and 
(4.9) are special ("absolute") cases. For the absolute case the universal enveloping 
semigroup <pr: T-+ Sr , the semigroup structure of Sr, and the action of Sr on 
the phase space of a flow play a central role. These ingredients are also used in the 
analysis of extensions. 
First of all, it turns out to be convenient to select an arbitrary minimal left ideal 
M in Sr and an idempotent u in M. Every minimal flow X can be viewed as an 
ambit by selecting an arbitrary base point x'; by replacing x' by x := ux' we may 
assume that the base points in all minimal ambits are u-invariant. For such an 
ambit (X,x) with ux = x, the Ellis group G(X,x) is defined as 
G(X,x) := {p E uM: px = x}. 
As uM is a group, it follows that G( X, x) is a group as well. To give an idea how 
these Ellis groups can be used, consider an extension <p : X -+ Y of minimal flows. 
Let x = ux EX and y = <p(x); then uy = y. Put A:= G(X, x) and F := G(Y, y). 
Then it is easy to see that A~ F. The following characterizations can be obtained: 
- <p is proximal iff A = F; 
- <p is distal iff Vp E M : <p<---[py] = pFx; 
- <p is equicontinuous iff <p is distal and H ( F) ~ A. 
Here H ( F) is defined in the following way. By a certain procedure (using auxiliary 
flows of the type considered in (2.7)5) so-called r-topologies can be defined on the 
u-invariant parts of all flows. In particular, uM carries such a r-topology. It can 
be shown that the Ellis groups of minimal flows are just the r-closed subgroups of 
uM. Every r-closed subgroup F of uM is a compact T 1-space with a separately 
continuous multiplication and continuous inversion. Usually it is not a Hausdorff 
space, and the smallest normal subgroup of F defining a Hausdorff quotient group 
is denoted by H(F); it turns out that H(F) = n{clr(V): v a T-nbd ofu}. 
It is now also easy to give a characterization of a principal group extension: i n 
the above notation, cp is a principal group extension iff <p is distal, A is a normal 
subgroup in F, and H(F) ~A; in that case the automorphism group of X of which 
the orbits are the fibers of rp can be taken to be the compact Hausdorff topological 
group F/A, acting on X by the rule [g]A.px = pg-1x (here [g]A is the canonical 
image of g E F in F /A; note that M x = X by minimality of X, so that every 
element x' of X can be represented as x' = px for some p E M; then pg- 1 x is 
independent of the choice of p with px = x'). For details, see GLASNER (1976], 
Section IX.2, or DE VRIES [1992], Sections V.4 and V.5. 
5. 7. QUESTIONS. Let me conclude with a couple of questions related to Theo-
rem 5.2 above. 
1. If X is a distal minimal flow then the degree of "non-equicontinuity" of X can 
be expressed by the least cardinal number A such that the extension X -+ ( *) is a 
(transfinite) composition of A equicontinuous extensions. How can distal minimal 
flows be characterized that have a finite degree? Or those that have degree 2? In 
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IHRIG and McMAHON [1984] a necessary condition for having a finite degree can 
be found for the case that T is an Abelian group. For the non-Abelian case, see 
IHRIG, McMAHON and Wu [1988]. In the latter paper there is the following open 
problem in this connection: can a non-Abelian group have a continuous and distal 
free action on a compact manifold? ("Free" means that if tx = x for some point x 
then t =e.) 
2. (Related to the remarks in (5.6) above.) An extension cp: X -+ Y of flows is 
called point-distal whenever there is a point x E X which has a dense orbit in X 
and which is distal from all points in cp-[cpx], i.e., Px n cp<-[cpx] = {x }. A flow X is 
point-distal whenever there is a point with dense orbit that is distal from all points 
in X (such a point is called a distal point in X). A point-distal flow turns out to be 
minimal. In VEECH [1970] the following generalization of Furstenberg's theorem 
was obtained: If X is a point-distal minimal flow on a compact metric space in 
which the set of distal points is residual then X is a factor under a highly proximal 
extension of a minimal flow X00 such that the extension X00 -+ ( *) is a transfinite 
composition of alternately highly proximal and equicontinuous extensions (such an 
infinite composition is called a strictly FIPI-extension; here the "HP" stands, of 
course, for "highly proximal", and the "I" stands for "isometric", an old term for 
"equicontinuous" ). The relative form of this result was obtained in ELLIS [1973]; 
there it was also shown that the additional condition that the distal points should 
form a residual set can be left out from the absolute ( = Veech's) result. Ellis' 
version of Veech's theorem reads as follows: 
If cp : X -+ Y is a point-distal extension of minimal flows and X is metrizable, then 
there is a highly proximal extension ry00 : X00 -+ X such that the composition cpory00 
is a strictly FIPI-extension (so <p is a factor of a strictly RPI-extension under the 
highly proximal extension 77). 
The proof needs ingredients that were mentioned in (5.6) above. In fact, one gets a 
diagram like that in the proof of (5.2), but with extensions 'f/,,,: X,,,+1 -+ X" instead 
of the equalities in the top row. In fact, the horizontal row of squares is obtained 
by alternately taking an equicontinuous factor (then at the top row one gets an 
equality, and in the bottom row an equicontinuous extension) and making a square 
like in theorem (5.5), but with er and r highly proximal and 1/J' an open extension. 
This process stops at a certain stage, and one ends up with a transfinite composition 
of highly proximal extensions in the top row (which is again highly proximal), a 
strictly RPI-extension at the bottom, and an open extension 1/;00 which has no non-
trivial equicontinuous factors, and which turns out to be point-distal. In the case 
that all spaces under consideration are metrizable it can be shown that 1/;00 is an 
isomorphism. Ellis could prove the above result, by a slightly different method, for 
the case that the flows under consideration are inverse limits of flows on metrizable 
phase spaces; if the group T is locally compact and o--compact then all flows are 
such inverse limits.) 
Later, in McMAHON and NACHMAN (1980], it was proved that the metrizability 
condition can be left out in the case that Y = ( *). An unpublished result by Jaap 
van der Woude (now a computer scientist, so he will never publish it) states that 
one can obtain a similar result if cp is an open point-distal extension such that 
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there is a distal point x in X for which <p( x) has a countable local base in Y. See 
DE VRIES [1992], VI(4.47). (In GLASNER [1976] there are some forms of Veech's 
original result where the condition that X is point-distal is weakened.) Conclusion: 
the most general form (relative, non-metric) of "Veech's structure theorem for 
point-distal extensions" is still open. 
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